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ON THE MINIMAL EIGENVALUE

OF THE LAPLACIAN OPERATOR FOR p-FORMS
IN CONFORMALLY FLAT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS1

DOMENICO PERRONE

ABSTRACT. Let (M, g) be a compact orientable conformally flat Riemannian

manifold and pXi the minimal eigenvalue of the Laplacian operator for p-forms.

We prove that if there exists a positive constant K such that p > Kg, where

p is the Ricci tensor of M, then pXi > Kp(n — p + l)/(n — 1) f°r eacn P,

1 < p < n/2, (n = dim M); moreover if the equality holds for some p then

M is of constant curvature a = K/(n — 1).

1. Introduction. Let (M, g) be a compact orientable Riemannian manifold

(connected, C°° and dim M = n) with metric tensor g. By AP(M), 0 < p < n,

we denote the space of the p-forms and by PA we denote the associated Laplace-

Beltrami operator. It is given by

PA = do + 6d: kp(M) VI Ap(M)

where d: AP(M) —► AP+1(M) is the exterior differential operator and 6 : AP+1(M) —►

AP(M) is the exterior codifferential operator.

The spectrum of PA, denoted by pSpec(M,g), has the following form: {0 <

p\i- ■ -p\i < PX2- • -PX2 < PX3- • •} —► +00 where each eigenvalue of PA is repeated

as many times as its multiplicity.

For (Sn, go), the sphere with the usual metric of positive constant sectional

curvature o = K/(n — 1), we have (E. Calabi):

°Xi = Kn/(n — 1) and pXi = Kp(n — p + l)/(n — 1)    for every 1 < p < n/2.

A theorem of A. Lichnerowicz [1, p. 179] states what follows: if there exists a

positive constant K such that p > Kg, where p denotes the Ricci tensor of M,

then °Xi > Kn/(n — 1).

Under the same hypothesis of Lichnerowicz's theorem, Obata [1, p. 180] has

proved that if °Xi = Kn/(n — 1), then (M, g) is isometric to (Sn, g0).

In [2] S. Gallot and D. Meyer have obtained, under the hypothesis that the

curvature operator S satisfies S > K with K positive constant, the lower bound

for pXi and have discussed the case when pXi takes the possible minimal value. For

further topics related to estimates for eigenvalues of A see [6].

Now we assume our manifold to be conformally flat. Some results on the influence

of the spectrum pSpec(M, g), p = 0,1, on the geometry of the conformally flat

manifold have been studied in [5].
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In this paper we prove that if there exists a positive constant K such that p >

Kg, then pXi > Kp(n — p + l)/(n — 1) for each p, 1 < p < n/2, (cf. Theorem

3.2); moreover if the equality holds for some p then (M, g) is of constant curvature

o = K/(n — 1) (cf. Theorem 3.3).

2. Preliminaries. In the remainder of this paper, we denote by 9ij,R)kh>Pij =

Rrrj the components of the metric, the curvature and the Ricci tensors respec-

tively. By Cjkh we denote the components of the Weyl conformai curvature ten-

sor. We shall represent tensors by their components with respect to the natural

base, and shall use the summation convention. V means the operator of covariant

differentiation (with respect to the Riemannian connection) and r = gl3pij denotes

the scalar curvature. For tp, ip G AP(M), the inner product (tp,ip), the lengths \\tp\\

and ||Vip|| are given by

(tp,TP)=^tpil...ipipi--i>, M* = (tp,tp),

„_    .., 1_ „r    i,---i
\\Vtp\\   = -V^¿1...ipV tp      p.

In §3 we shall use the following

LEMMA 2.1 [2, p. 270]. For every p-form in an n-dimensional Riemannian mani-

fold, we have

llr-r     ll2   ^ 1       I1J    ll2    ! 1 ne     1.2
l|v^||2>—lld^ + ^-^iMI2.

3. The lower bound for pXi.  In this section we prove the main results.

THEOREM 3.1. Let (M,g) be a compact orientable Riemannian manifold of

dimension n > 4. If there exists a constant K > 0 such that pij > Kgij, then

PXi>KP(n-p+l)_Hp(P-l)(n-p+l)    foreachpwühl<p<n
n — 1 2(n — p) ' 2

where we put
^tnkh\*,^«s:^<4

PROOF. For any tp G AP(M) the following formula (cf. [4, p. 3]) holds:

(3.1) è°A(|M|2) - (<p, »Atp) - ||VHI2 - QP(<p)

where Qp(tp) is the quadratic form defined by

Qr(V>) = p^-V"3"^ - t^Rijkh'Piji3-i"Pkhi3^
[>-l)!

Since the Weyl's conformai curvature tensor is given by

Rijkh = Cijkh -\-7S.Pjh.Qik + Pik9jh — PjkQih — PihÇjk)

- {n-i){n-2){9lkg3h ~ 9ih9jk)>
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we have the following formula:

-pifp"3"1"^...^

:'Pil-ip^1---iP+Cijkhtpi^^tp^..

Rijkhf^-^ll,  =
n — 2

2t

(n —l)(n —2)'

Hence

(3.2)    Qpfo>) = (p-1)!

n — 2p

Pii^-^A-iv

+ ,.{P-Í)r n^...lp^

*3--tp

(n —l)(n —2)'

p-1
Cijkh'P

ijia---ip,nkh
f 13   •Ip

On the other hand, using the hypothesis of the theorem, fixing a point in the

manifold and taking a coordinate system, we have

Pijfii2•"'*<...,„ > Kg^'-^tpi^ = p\K\\tp\\2,        t = gvPij > nK,

-Cijkhtp^-'"^...^ > -Htp^^pljl3...lp = -p!if|M|2.

Consequently, from (3.2), we have

QP(<p) > p

(3.3)

V

n - 2pK n(p - 1)     K p-1
n — 2

n — p

(n — l)(n — 2)
H IMP

n —1
K p-1 H IMP

at the fixed point in this coordinate system. But it is evident that this is valid also

at all points and in all coordinate systems.

Now if tp is an eigenform for PA corresponding to the eigenvalue pXi, i.e. PA^> =

pXi^? with |M|2 t^ 0, by integration of (3.1) over M with respect to the volume

element dv we have

(3.4) pXj /  |M|adv= /  ||V^2||dt;+ / Qp(tp)dv.
Jm Jm Jm

Moreover by integration of the inequality in Lemma 2.1, since p < n — p, we

have

(3.5)

/   lívida > I j (||d^||2 + |M|2)^
jm n —p + 1 Jm

n
—J—r f (tp,pAtp)dv =      PXl       f  |b||2 dv.
— p-\-\JM n — p-f-i-JM

Finally by (3.4), because of (3.3) and (3.5), it follows that

PXi^TTt/   Wvfdv^pV^-K-^H]!   |M|2d,.
n — p-\-lJM [n—1 2       ¡Jm

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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THEOREM 3.2. Let (M, g) be a compact orientable conformally flat Riemannian

manifold of dimension n > 4.  If there exists a constant K > 0 such that pij >

****- P(n-p-fl)
pXi>P(n.     V\l)K   foreachp,l<p<^.

(n — 1) 2

PROOF. This follows from Theorem 3.1 since for a conformally flat Riemannian

manifold the tensor Cijkh is a zero tensor.

REMARK 3.1. For p = 1 Theorem 3.2 holds also without the hypothesis that

(M, g) be conformally flat.

REMARK 3.2. The Hodge star operator * defines an isomorphism Ap(Af) —►

An—P(M); besides if tp is a p-form such that pAtp = \tp then *tp is a (n — p)-form

such that n~pA(*tp) = \(*<p).

Consequently pXi = n—pXi, and thus from Theorem 3.2 we have

pXi = "-pXi = (n-P}(P + VK   for every p, - < p < n - 1.
In — 1) 2

Now we prove a theorem analogous to the theorem of Obata.

THEOREM 3.3.  In the same hypothesis of Theorem 3.2, if

p(n — p +1) n
*ai =-K    for somep, 1 < p < —,

n —1 - 2
or

_ (n — p)(p + 1) n
Xi =-:--t-K for some p, —■ <. p < n — 1,

(n — 1) 2

t/ien (M, g) is a Riemannian manifold of constant sectional curvature a =

K/(n-l).

PROOF. We denote by E\ the eigenspace of p-forms corresponding to X. Ifwe

put

pX; = inf{X/£'x7¿{0}}    and   PX? = inf{X/^ ^ {0}},

where

Ex = {tpE Ex/d<p = 0}   and   E'x, = {tp£E^/6<p = 0},

by a proof similar to that of Theorem 3.1, it is easy to see that

pX;>p(n-p + 1)AT    and   PK>(P + V(n-P)K       (1 <     < n).
n—1 n—1 v__

Moreover for the decomposition of Hodge-deRham we have E\ = EXQ) E" and
hence pXi = inf{pX/1,pX;/}.

On the other hand

p(n-p+l)K n

-        n —1 ~y- 2

and

(p + lXn-p)^    for^<p<n_1.
- n —1 2 ~

Therefore pXi = p\[ for 1 < p < n/2, and pXx = PX'/ for n/2 < p < n —1. Thus

if we consider an eigenform tp corresponding to pXi = (p(n — p -f- l)/(n — 1))^,

1 < p < n/2, then it is closed i.e. dtp = 0.
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and

In particular for p = 1 we have

nK
°A6tp = 61Atp =-6<p   with Stp^O,

n — 1

i.e. 6tp is an eigenfunction associated to the eigenvalue nK/(n — 1). From Obata's

theorem it follows that M is of constant sectional curvature o = K/(n — 1).

Now we suppose 1 < p < n/2. Because pXi = (p(n — p -j- l)/(n — 1))AC, (3.4)

becomes

<3'6> L ("Vp"2 - A"*"'2)*' +1(<W*>- ̂ *IMI2)* = o.

On the other hand

ii^ii2 a ¡srbÄ = í^áKt'M = Ä"2

<W")=(p-^„-2)^"--'<-, + (.*ix.%w'
p(»-^ „ np(p-l)    KM2

-    n — 2      ""'       (n— l)(n — 2)    ""'

= fc^iciMi2.
n — 1

Therefore, from (3.6), we have

iiV^l|2= !,-uillMI3    and    Qv(p) = V^—Ê.K\\tp\\\
n — p -(- 1 n — 1

In particular we have

p(p —1)(t —nÄ")IMI2 = 0   withp> land|M|25¿o,

for which r = nK = const.

Summing up we have that M is a compact orientable conformally flat Riemann-

ian manifold with constant scalar curvature and with positive Ricci curvature.

Using Theorem A of Tani [7], we have that M is of constant sectional curvature

o = K/(n — 1) (in fact n(n — l)cr = t = nK).

For Remark 3.2, Theorem 3.3 holds also if ^ = (n — p)(p + l)K/(n — 1) for

some p, n/2 < p < n — 1.    Q.E.D.

The following corollary is a consequence of Theorem 3.3 and of Theorem 7.10 of

[3, p. 265].

COROLLARY 3.1. In the same hypothesis of Theorem 3.3, if M is simply con-

nected, then it is isometric to the sphere (Sn,go) of positive constant sectional cur-

vature K/(n — 1).

REMARK 3.3. For manifolds of dimension n = 3, that are not conformally flat,

Theorem 3.2 is again valid since for every 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold the

tensor Cijkh is a zero tensor. In dimension 3 also Theorem 3.3 is valid without the

hypothesis that M be conformally flat. In fact for p = 1 (as seen already) Theorem

3.3 follows from Obata's theorem and, for p = 2, 2Xi sas n—xXi = 1Xi.
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